Dear MULTIPLEX-Fans,
We welcome the Summer of 2016 with a number of new items, including
products which are aimed at keen football fans as well as modellers. To mark
the starting whistle of the Euro Football Championships we are introducing a
special series of the FOX chuck-glider in a range of national colours.

New MULTIPLEX products available in model shops right now!
Special Edition: the Euro 2016 Fox!

The 2016 UEFA Euro Championships start on 10 June 2016 with host nation
France contesting the opening game in the Stade de France in St.-Denis. To
mark the occasion the MULTIPLEX “FOX” chuck glider is now available in a range
of national colours.
FOX black/red/yellow EM 2016
# 21 4258
10.90 €* each
FOX blue/white/red EM 2016

# 21 4291

10.90 €* each

FOX red/white

# 21 4289

10.90 €* each

Decal sheet PROFI TX carbon black

Superior carbon look for the MULTIPLEX PROFI TX
New item now available: carbon-look decal for the PROFI TX high-end tray
transmitter, with realistic surface texture. The decal is made of the proven film
already available as an option for the COCKPIT SX 7 / 9. The transfer film
supplied in the set makes application easy.
PROFI TX decal sheet carbon black
# 72 4407
16.90 €*

COCKPIT SX 9 decal sheet green

New decal sheet to customize the MULTIPLEX COCKPIT SX
True to the motto "Your COCKPIT SX, your style", MULTIPLEX now offers
another decal sheet for the COCKPIT SX 9 transmitter. Besides deceptively real
looking carbon style, action-edition in yellow and MULTIPLEX team-colour
orange, there’s this new one in neon green: Flourescent digital camouflage .
Warning, extremely toxic!
COCKPIT SX 9 decal sheet green

# 72 4408

11.90 €*

ROXXY® EVO LiPO 3-2200 20C with BID-Chip (M6)

ROXXY® battery now available with M6 connector
Polarised, versatile, compact – thanks to the gold-contact M6 connector.
Suitable for currents up to 35 A (60 A for 30 sec).
The pack is fitted with a BID chip as standard. This enables a POWER PEAK BID
charger to detect the battery automatically, guaranteeing safe, simple charging.
The ROXXY® EVO LiPO 3-2200 20C fits in the following MULTIPLEX models:
EasyStar II, EasyGlider PRO, Solius, Heron.
ROXXY® EVO LiPO 3-2200 20C +BID-Chip (M6)

MULTIPLEX wins VTH reader's choice

# 31 6655 32.90 €*

MULTIPLEX gains ‘Eagle’ awards from FMT (Flug-Modell und Technik magazine)
for: Rockstar and FunCub XL
The prize award ceremony for the VTH readers’ choice was held in the German
city of Baden-Baden in brilliant sunshine.
The modelling awards for 2016 coincided with the seventieth anniversary of VTH
(Verlag für Technik und Handwerk neue Medien GmbH - German modelling
publisher) spearheaded by the new Chief Executive Officer, Julia-Sophia ErnstHausmann, forming a great background to the occasion.
VTH took the opportunity to honour MULTIPLEX as one of its oldest and most
faithful advertisers!
We are particularly proud of the five awards we gained, as voted by the readers
of FMT:
1st place, Foamie category: Rockstar
1st place, New Products category: FunCub XL
2nd place, Electric glider category: Heron
2nd place, RC Electronics category: COCKPIT SX 7 / 9
3rd place, RC Electronics category: PROFI TX
We would like to say ‘thankyou’ to the readers of FMT magazine, and to the
magazine contributors for their excellent reviews. We wish the publisher VTH all
the best on its seventieth anniversary!

Magazine reviews
FUNCUB XL
“Making good things better is a fine art, but again and again MULTIPLEX has

demonstrated that its team has mastered this challenge. (…) Although
significantly larger and heavier, the FunCub XL really does justify its appellation,
and the company can be proud of this. The aeroplane is simply great fun to fly,
and forms the ideal everyday model, especially in Winter, when you are keen to
get into the air even if conditions are less than perfect. With the landing flaps a standard feature - and the options of tow-release, load bay, floats and lighting
system it is an easy matter to enhance this MULTIPLEX model’s versatility, so
there is never any danger of boredom creeping in. We simply cannot think of
any other aeroplane which offers so many options and such a broad spectrum
for laid-back fun at the strip. Once again MULTIPLEX has a great hit on its hands
with the FunCub XL.”
Modell Aviator 6/2016

FUNCUB XL
"The FunCub XL really is highly entertaining: stable flying characteristics, wide
speed range, good manoeuvrability and plenty of power form the perfect
combination for unadulterated flying fun. In its basic form the aircraft is great to
fly, but the additional options make it even more attractive - for advanced pilot
and expert alike. Whether you go for a scale lighting system for great effects at
dusk, a servo-operated load bay to impress the spectators at open flying days, a
set of floats for the lake-side or a tow-release for pulling up gliders at a flat-field
soaring site, there is something on offer for everyone. All this takes for granted
the typical MULTIPLEX quality and fully mature design and construction. The
FunCub XL from MULTIPLEX turns out to be an excellent overall design which
satisfies many needs, and we consider it an absolute knock-out of a model, just
like the small FunCub six years previously.”
RC-F 05/2016

FUNCUB XL
“By now, with the conclusion of the second part of this review, I can finally claim
to have tried out all the options offered by the FUNCUB XL, and I am able to
confirm what I predicted in the first part: you can in fact fly the FunCub XL
anywhere, in any weather conditions, and from any type of terrain. The power
system configured by MULTIPLEX is simply a perfect match to the airframe.
Even on water the giant FunCub cuts a very fine figure. The only problem is
yours: how will you equip your FunCub XL? the options are virtually limitless!”
RC Pilot 6/2016

FUNGLIDER
“What impressed us was the high manufacturing quality, the clear evidence of
mature design, the high level of pre-fabrication, the model’s superior flying
qualities, its versatility and perfectly matched power system. The aeroplane is
swift to rig at the field without the need for tools - the wings and tailplane just
click into place - and the operating instructions are comprehensive and written
in clear, unambiguous language.”
MRA 6/2016

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9
“The transmitter ergonomics are perfect: all the controls can be reached with
the fingertips, and we especially appreciated the position of the two rollers on
the back of the transmitter case. The touch-screen is intuitive in operation. (…)
The COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 is suitable for all kinds of model aircraft, while the
transmitter’s compact format makes it an especially good choice for use with

professional multi- rotor copters.”
Aerotec 6/2016

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9
"The third generation of the COCKPIT SX once again represents a new milestone
for MULTIPLEX. Quality, ease of handling, long operating times and above all the
colour touch-screen - which really can be read in sunlight - are genuine
arguments in favour of the set. It forms an excellent main transmitter, but the
COCKPIT SX 9 also makes a superb lightweight second or hand-held transmitter
for glider guiders of all kinds. The slogan “touch and fly” says it all, and there’s
no need to add a word.”
PROP 1/2016

POWER PEAK D7
“The Power Peak D7 is an excellent all-purpose battery charger. It combines
impressive power, ultra-precise operation and very robust construction. The LCD
screen makes the unit simple to control. Since the two outputs are of equal
power, it is possible to charge two fully discharged 6S 7500 mAh LiPo batteries
simultaneously in less than ninety minutes.”
RC Pilot 6/2016

POWER PEAK D7
“In the Power Peak D7 MULTIPLEX has produced an absolutely top-quality
battery charger which is also ultra-simple to operate. The programming
principles become clear after just a few minutes of practice, and the menu
system is intuitive and easy to navigate. (…) The presence of two independent
200 Watt charge outputs is almost unprecedented. This is undoubtedly a
superior charger whose numerous facilities and options make it a worthwhile
investment.”
MRA 6/2016

POWER PEAK D7
“MULTIPLEX has developed an outstanding all-purpose battery charger with the
Power Peak D7 EQ-BID. The total charge power of 400 Watt - and please note
that this is also available when the unit is connected to the 220 Volt mains - is
very impressive. It simply means that there is no longer a need to resort to an
external mains PSU when using the charger in the home garage or at the campsite, as is the case with the normal run of 12 Volt chargers. In my opinion this
represents a genuine safety enhancement. At the same time the extremely quiet
cooling fans make it possible to use the charger in the home workshop without
having to endure noise torture.”
MFI 7/2016

Great success for MULTIPLEX / HiTEC team pilots
1st place for Matthias Freitag / ROYAL SX

Matthias Freitag has made a successful start in his first F3K season as a Senior.
The idyllically situated flying site of the FMC Walsum club was the location for an
early round in the successful D-Tour series.
Matthias had already won this event as a Youth back in the year 2011, and this
time he again took the overall crown.
His equipment: MULTIPLEX ROYAL SX, RX-7 M-LINK receiver

Josef Mögn wins 1st TW Bavarian Open Thermal Cup for largespan gliders

The Bavarian Open - a competition for large-span gliders - was held at
Weissenburg on 29.05.16, and PROFI TX pilot Josef Mögn took top spot on the
podium.
His equipment: Profi TX 16 / RX-12 DR pro receiver; Hitec / MPX servos, Vario /
altimeter / current / GPS sensors

Álvaro Silgado wins the F3F International Open

La Muela / Alarilla (Guadalajara, Spain) is one of the world’s most famous slopesoaring sites. This year the flying contest was also included in the F3F World
Cup, and more than thirty model pilots from all over the globe took part.
Thirteen rounds were flown over the three days of the event, and after seven
rounds MULTIPLEX team pilot Álvaro Silgado took a clear lead with his PROFI
TX. He then managed to defend his top position effortlessly right to the end.

MULTIPLEX victories in the International Race at Haarlem

Over the Whitsun weekend the MULTIPLEX RC racing boat team competed in the
largest international Friendship Regatta, held at Haarlem, Holland. Their results
were outstanding:
1st place in FSR-V 15 cc: Zack Humphries
2nd place in FSR-V 15 cc: Sebastien Videmont
1st place A-Final FSR-V 7.5 cc seniors: Winfried Ott
1st place B-Final FSR-V 3.5 cc seniors: Giuliano Ott
2nd place A-Final FSR-V 3.5 cc seniors: Markus Schwab
TQ in FSR-V 3.5 cc: Zack Humphries
TQ in FSR-V 15 cc: Zack Humphries
“The technology worked extremely well. Many thanks to Multiplex and Hitec for
their professional support,” said Winfried Ott.
“No problem with the Royal SX transmitter, and no problem with the Hitec
waterproof
servos,” was Sebastien Videmont’s comment.
Warmest congratulations! MULTIPLEX M-LINK and HiTEC - systems for
winners!

Best wishes
Team MULTIPLEX
* Recommended Retail Price in € incl. VAT
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